
Alien 1: Castle Wall (Baby)

Comments: All the numbers in the upper half point down and vice versa. This means a lot of longe-range clues though, so it 
resulted in a puzzle that was, in hindsight, too hard to open the test.

Alien 1: Castle Wall (Adult)

Comments: The colors and clue positions are completely symmetric in this puzzle. The break-in here hinges not on the 
numbers but on the black spaces in the middle columns. They force the path to cross through the space in the center at least 
twice. Thanks to the 0 in R6C16, there is just barely enough room to do this.

Alien 2: Out of Sight (Baby)

Comments: A fairly basic puzzle that showcases how Out of Sight can implement some patterns common to many of the 
"black square" types.



Alien 2: Out of Sight (Adult)

Comments: Midway through the puzzle, the key step is to notice a cycle of four pairs of arrows, one pair per corner, which 
interlock in a cycle and force exactly one cell in each pair to be shaded. They are located on rows 3 and 11 and columns 3 
and 11.

Alien 3: International Borders (Baby)

Comments: It took at least three tries to come up with a baby of suitable difficulty for this type. There's a nice flow to the 
beginning that starts at the center 0 and spirals out counterclockwise.

Alien 3: International Borders (Adult)

Comments: In any International Borders puzzle with just two countries, if one travels around the squares on the edge they 
can only switch which country they are in twice. Using this after the 2 in the top row is determined to have black cells on 
the edge allows one to find the key step: that all other cells on the edge are part of the same country. This puzzle is 
interesting in that you don't figure out which region corresponds to which shape until near the end.



Alien 4: Double Back (Baby)

Comments: The picture is a tribute to the Logic Masters India acronym of course.

Alien 4: Double Back (Adult)

Comments: There's no emphasis on any particular logic in this one, unlike in most of the adults. It more than makes up for it 
with the large variety of techniques used to solve it.

Mutant 1: Akari EX (Baby)

Comments: A symmetric solution without a symmetric solve, which made laying down the givens tricky. Logically solving 
this one requires several tricks that are far from obvious and are a bit more involved than what any other baby requires. But 
Akari is notoriously easy to pound out through guesswork, especially at this size, so it was considered fair.



Mutant 1: Akari EX (Adult)

Comments: Notice the 6 circled clues in the center six columns that all point to each other in a symmetric fashion. The key 
is that their sum is odd, and a parity argument leads to the conclusion that exactly one of R1C7 or R10C12 has a bulb. The 
least solved puzzle on the test, although I would say this owes a little to the type not being as popular.

Mutant 2: Line Nurikabe (Baby)

Comments: The best and toughest part is probably figuring out how to place the 6's white cells. There are several lines of 
black cells that only it can cut off. This was the most solved puzzle on the test, although part of that is the fact that Castle 
Wall is easy to make counting errors on.

Mutant 2: Line Nurikabe (Adult)

Comments: The trick is to notice that the black cells can't snake by the 6s or 5s that are forced near the edge (specifically 
those on R3C7, R7C3, R8C9, R8C15) without creating a line that's too long. The restrictions this places on black cell 
connectivity get things moving on the left and are useful throughout the whole solve. One of my favorites on the test.



Mutant 3: Liar Slitherlink (Baby)

Comments: Especially with the answer extraction symbols obfuscating things, it's probably not easy to notice the clues spell 
LIAR on the top and the same upside-down on the bottom. Starting one of these always involves finding some cells that 
must be true. My constructions of these most often involve finding a row or column with a small subset of clues that can't 
all be simultaneously satisfied. But in this one I opt to take advantage of the clue configuration instead of the clue numbers 
themselves; a Sudoku X-wing style deduction in the center gets things moving here.

Mutant 3: Liar Slitherlink (Adult)

Comments: Not easy to get moving on this one. The key is to notice each two by two set of 1s in each corner has to have at 
least one liar. This means the four rows and columns in the outer edge all have to have their liar among those 1s.

Mutant 4: Nonconsecutive Fillomino (Baby)

Comments: Lots of consecutive numbers in each corner, and the way this makes them resolve might remind you of 
Nurikabe. I thought the way in which the 9 is finished in the top left was particularly neat too.



Mutant 4: Nonconsecutive Fillomino (Adult)

Comments: Likely the hardest on the test, and perhaps my greatest achievement in construction,despite how I had to cheat 
the 1-9, 11-19 theme a bit. Noticing the clues (sans duplicates) sum to 180, meaning no hidden polyominoes, is just the 
beginning. I particularly liked how both the 18 and 16 were forced to hit one extra space in column 6, as well as the 
deduction that the 19 had go up a few spaces because nothing else nearby could touch the 12 at R3C18. Highly 
recommended to try it if you didn't get to it during the contest, although be warned that it's tough.

Hybrid 1: Castle Wall / Masyu (Adult)

Comments: A somewhat strange and twisted version of 4-way rotational symmetry present here. I was able to take 
advantage of a lot of interplay between the two sets of rules, resulting in a fairly challenging puzzle.

Hybrid 2: Yajilin / Akari (Adult)

Comments: Surprise! No clues! This puzzle plays out more like a variation of Simple Loop more than anything else. With or 
without numbers, the huge constraints the rules place on the solution makes this type extraordinarily hard to construct.



Hybrid 3: Nurikabe / Fillomino (Adult)

Comments: Probably my favorite hybrid type, as there's a ton of different logic that's possible. Figuring out which 
polyominoes contain circles and which don't can be very tricky in a general setting, so to keep things at an appropriate level 
I opted to make that obvious in this puzzle. There's a nice use of the two-by-two square rule in the center to get started.

Hybrid 4: Double Back / Country Road (Adult)

Comments: The picture is supposed to be some kind of insect. There's a 2 in one of the center rooms that strangely gives no 
additional information. This was intentional; its purpose was to draw attention to that area as the break-in point. The room 
with the useless 2 has to enter the left "wing" twice, so a lot of spaces in there can be marked as unused. Probably the hybrid 
with the most potential for difficulty.


